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Absfrm-Noise robustness of automatic speaker verification
systems is crucial in real life applications. A study on the performance of several spectral subtraction-based speech enhancement
techniques shows the poor performance of these algorithms
when used as a preprocessing stage of the speaker verification
system in the presence of colored noise. I n this paper, a new
technique based on the addition of modeled colored noise is
introduced. Experimental results in both white and colored noise
environments are presented, showing the improvement of the
proposed scheme.
1. INTRODUCTION

The effect of additive noise in a speaker verification system
is well known to be a crucial problem in real life applications.
Speech enhancement algorithms, such as the spectral subtraction based techniques, have been widely used to reduce the
effect of additive noise in several areas of speech processing
l11-[31.
In the speaker verkication problem, where a binary decision
is required-accepting or rejecting the pretense speaker-,
if the test utterance is corrupted by any type of noise, the
performance of the system notoriously degrades. This is true
even if the speech signals are preprocessed with spectral
subtraction techniques. Simulation results with different types
of noise are given in this paper.
Aiming at improving the robustness of the speaker verification system with spectral subtraction techniques, we introduce
in this paper the use of modeled colored noise. The purpose
is to obtain a noise magnitude spectrum more similar to the
one present in the test signal. This will allow a more efficient
training of the speaker verification system and, therefore, an
improved performance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 11 reviews the
basic concepts of ,classical speech enhancement schemes.
In Section 111, we ,describe the-speaker verification system
use throughout this work. In Section IV, we present the
simulations results :in noisy environments with and without
spectral subtractionibased speech enhancement. Then, a new
scheme for speaker verification in colored noisy environments
is introduced and analyzed in Section V. Finally, Section VI
summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
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11. SPECTRAL
SUBTRACTION-BASED
SPEECH
ENHANCEMENT
METHODS

Boll [ 11 has carried out the first detailed investigation on
this type of algorithms which try to recover a signal s =
{si} from observations of a noisy signal di = si
nil
i = l,... ,N, where {ni}are independent and identically
distributed Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance
2
nni.
Assuming that the human ear is not very sensitive to the
phase of a si nal, the estimate of s, B, can be calculated as
S = FFZ-' ~lg(w)le~@D('")},
where Qn(w)is the phase of

+

the noisy signal and Is^(w)l is the estimate of the, absolute
value of the Fazt Fourier Transform (FFT) of the clean signal
computed as IS(w)l = G(w). ID(w)l, D(w) being the FFT
of the noisy signal. There are several ways to obtain G(w).
We have used three methods, which are briefly described as
follows.
A . Power Speclral Subtraction

The first step of this algorithm, as in all other spectral
subtraction based algorithms, corresponds to the estimation of
the noise present in the noisy speech signal. The noise estimate
is obtained from the silence frames of the speech signal and
is computed as follows:
I,C(w)I2 = Xl&U)IZ

+ (1 - X)lD(w)12

(1)

where X is the forxetfing factor and determines a trade-off
between the variance of the estimated spectrum and the ability
of tracking fast time variations on the statistics of the noise.
The function G(w)is given by the following expression:

5. Ephraim-Malah Filter
Ephraim and Malah proposed in [2] an estimate Is^(w)l
such that the so-called musical arfgact (distortion typically
caused by power spectral subtraction) is slightly diminished.
This algorithm can be summarized as follows:
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compute the a posteriori SNR (Signal-to-Noise-Ratio) F, = amo.if T ( k ) = T(k),i, and F, = aminif T ( k ) =
and the a priori S N R in frame n :
T(k)mor,where T(k),i, and T(k),,, are the minima! and
the maximal values of T ( k ) for the speech segment being
analyzed. Similar reasoning is used to calculate Fa.
The computation ofthe masking threshold, T ( k ) ,is carried
out for each interval of speech under analysis and is based on
t k ( n ) = a G Z ( y d n- l ) ) r k ( n- 1)
+(I - a)P[Yk(n)- 11
(3) a hearing perception model as in [4].
111. THEAUTOMATIC
SPEAKER
VERIFICATION
SYSTEM
where G ( a ( n ) ) =
P[Yk(n) - 11,
Our experiments were carried out on a speaker verification
INk(n)iz is computed as in ( I ) and P I ] is used to
guarantee that < k ( n ) is always positive (it is defined as system implemented with 15 mel-cepstral coefficients and the
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [SI. The input signal features
z if z 2 0 and 0 otherwise);
define q k as the probability of absence of the speech and the previously stored model of the pretense speaker are
signal in the spectral component k. In order to simplify used to decide for acceptance or rejection of that speaker.
The mixture of Gaussian probability densities is a weighted
the notation, we also define pa = (1 - q k ) / q k , rlk =
sum
of M densities given by
t k / ( 1 - qk), and !4 = &?a;
with these variables, the generalized likelihood ratio is
“L
expressed as N r l k , Y k , q t ) = P k h ;
(7)
finally, the filter function, G, is expressed a s

Jm

2 is a random vector of dimension N, b i ( z ) , i =
1, .. .,M, are the densities and pi, i = 1 , . . .M, are the

where

weights of the mixture. Each density is an N-dimensional
Gaussian function of the form

where

with mean vector pi and covariance matrix Ki.
The weights
pi = 1 is satisfied.
are such that condition
The Gaussian mixture densities are parameterized by a
mean vector, a covariance matrix, and the weighting of the
mixture components (A model). These parameters are jointly
121.
represented by X = {pi,pj,Ki},i = 1 , . .., M .
the speaker verification sysiem must decide if a speech
C. Krag’s Method
utterance X belongs (or not) to a given speaker with a
Virag [3] has proposed a method that uses a generalized
previously obtained X model. The two possible hypotheses
spectral subtraction function as given by
are:
Ho: X belongs to the speaker.
-a
I
<
H I : X does not belong to the speaker.
G(w) =
In the specification of the likelihood test (to decide between
(p
,
othenvise
Ha and H I ) , we normally use a model for a universe of false
( 6 ) orohabilities, namely. the backmvund model. It is built from
a set of false speakers representing possible impostors to the
where a, typically between 1 and 6, is the over-subtraction
system. In the logarithmic domain, the likelihood ratio is given
factor that decreases musical noise but increases signal distorby A ( X ) = logp(X1XL) - logp(XIAg) where, XL is the
tion, p (usually 0 5 B < 1 ) is the spectral floor that decreases
model of the alleged speaker and X g is the backgmund model.
musical noise but increases background noise.
If this likelihood is greater than a previously defined threshold,
The method introduced by Virag uses a masking threshold,
the speaker is accepted, otherwise, he is rejected or classified
T ( k ) ,to adapt optimally (in the sense of hearing perception)
as an impostor. The likelihood for a hue speaker is directly
the coefficients a and 8. The value of 7 is fixed to 2. The
computed via
adautation is carried out. for each coefficient of each seement
of speech being analyzed, by means of a linear interpolation
l T
(9)
aa = F,[amin,am,,,T(k)]
and
= Fp~mi,,,5’moz,T(k)]l o g P ( x I h ) = ~ z l o g P ( z t l X ~ )
t=1
where amin,
amoz,p,;,
and pmaz are the maximal and
the minimal values of the over-subtraction and spectral floor Note that a scale factor was used to normalize the likelihood
coefficients, ami,,= 1, am*. = 6 and pmin = 0, pmOz= according to the duration of the utterance (number T of feature
0,Ol. Fn and Fo are linear interpolation functions such that vectors).
and r(.)is the Gamma function, r(l.5)= &/Z and
la(.)
and ll(.) are the zero and first orders modified
Bessel functions, respectively. In the simulations carried
out in this work, we have used a = 0.99 and qa = 0.2
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IV. ASV PERFORMANCE
I N NOISY E N V I R O N M E N T

,

~

~

In all computer simulations carried out with the automatic
speaker verification system described in the previous section,
two speech data bases were used. The first one, sampled
at BkHz, with the 'training utterances corresponding to 60
male speakers, 10 of them used to form the background.
Training utterances consisted of 120 seconds of clean speech
and silence. Testing utterances were 25 seconds speech signals
also including periods of silence. The data base was divided
such that a total of 23400 false tests and 600 hue tests were
performed. Each speech segment of 32rns, with 50% overlapping, was multiplied by a Hamming window and passed
through a pre-emphasis filter (1 - 0.95~-'). The second data
base used to corrup! the clean signals was NOISEX-92 that
contains samples of different types of noise from which we
have used: factory noise, aircraft cockpit noise, and speech like
noise. We have also used artificially produced white Gaussian
noise.
The speaker verification system uses 15 mel-cepstral features and a 32 Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with universal
background model. The performance of the system was carried
out with clean training signals and noisy testing signals with
SNR (10109 (uZ/u;,),u: being the variance of clean testing
signal and a$ the noise variance such that the variance of the
testing signal corresponds to u: = u: u?) values ranging
from -5 to 1OdB. Tab. I shows the results obtained in terms
of Equal Error Rate (EERFthreshold set such that thefalse
alarm error rate was identical to the miss error rate [6]-for
each of the speech,enhancement methods used in the preprocessing stage .(power spectral subtraction or SS, EphraimMalah filter or EMF, and Virag's Method) as well as for
the case of no preprocessing (Without Speech Enhancement
or WOSE). As seen in Tab. I, the error obtained from the

+

TABLE I

EER (%)FOR

CLEAN T R A l S l N G SIGNALS A S D TESTING SIGNAL

CORRUPTED WITH ADDITIVENOISE AT DIFFERENT

-5
0
5
10

I -5
0
5
10

47.58
44.76
41.10
28.79

47.76
47.59
49.09
47.92

, Speech Like
29.95 I 49.92
20.30
8.99

4.66

45.59
46.08
43.26

SNR.

45.76 44.26
45.92 37.60
44.43 31.28
41.60 24.00
noise
I 43.10 I 23.96
38.94 15.97
35.44
12.31
30.78
9.65

automatic speaker verification system is too high for all types
of noise and all spectral subtraction-based speech enhancement
schemes. This means that even with the speech enhancement
techniques being used as a preprocessing stage, the system can
not be employed in noisy environments. The strategy presented
in the next section aims at obtaining a more robust scheme in
these situations.
V. PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed method is depicted in Fig. 1 and explained
as follows.
After a VAD (Voice Activity Detection) algorithm, from the
speech segments already classified as speech or silence, all
"silence" segments are extracted. With these segments (noise
only), noise's power and magnitude spectrum are estimated.
The magnitude spectrum may then be modeled as an AR
(Auto-Regressive), MA (Moving-Average), or ARMA (Auto
Regressive Moving Average) process. We have chosen to use
a linear prediction coefficients (LPC) model and minimize,
during analysis, a forward prediction mean square error such
that the resulting synthesis model is defined by 171:

where aLpC are the LP coefficients. For the computation of
these coefficients, an efficient algorithm like the LevinsonDurbin recursion [7] can be used.
In the simulations, we have used 15 LP coefficients to
model the filter H ~ p c From
.
a white noise input, this filter
is expected to generate a noisy output with approximately the
same magnitude spectrum of the noise present in the testing
speech signal.
When applying speech enhancement to the testing signal, we
estimate its variance
such that, along with the estimate of
the noise variance (u;),we can estimate its SNR and use this
information to obtain the multiplying constant gain(u,) (see
Fig. I) responsible for matching the SNR of the training signal
(u:/gain2(u,)) with the SNR of the testing signal (uZ/u:)'.

(02)

where u: corresponds to the variance of the (clean) training
signal.
The following step consists in adding the modeled noise
to the clean training signal. The speaker verification system
is now trained with the corrupted signal. For both training
and testing, a speech enhancement scheme is applied in the
preprocessing stage, Le., just before the speaker verification
procedure.
Results obtained from this method are presented in Tab. II.
From this table, it can be obsenred that the spectral subtraction
and Ephraim-Malah filter show a great improvement in the
performance, but the error rates are higher than those obtained
'Note that when cf = $r (both clean training and elem testing signals
having the ~ a m cpower), the gam constant is equal to rn
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Fig. 1. Speaker Verification (SV) with Modeled Noise Insemon: please note that the SV System performs a speech enhancement
in each input signal (miry Test Ulnernrrce and artificially corrupted Twining Signol) before rlle verification process.

TABLE I1
EER (%) FOR TRAINING SIGNAL CORRUPTED B Y ADDITIVE MODELLED

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose an efficient strategy of speech
enhancement for automatic speaker verification (ASV) applications. A linear prediction model of the noise signal and a
clean training signal are used to train the ASV system. A
spectral subtraction (SS)-based speech enhancement scheme
is employed in the preprocessing stage of both the training
and test procedures. We have considered three SS methods,
and four types of additive noise at different SNR values. The
results have shown that the proposed approach significantly
improves the ASV robustness in noisy environments, and
represent a promising strategy for such applications.

NOISE.

1

SNR /I SS

EMF
Virag
-~

Noise

-5
0

5
10

21.46 10.98
19.47 10.15
16.64 7.82
9.98 6.99

9.65
7.15
7.15
4.66
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by Virag’s method with the proposed scheme, make a speaker
verification system using this approach a good option when
operating in presence of colored noise environments.
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